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The third book in the four-book Summer King Chronicles, for ages 11 and up!A voice in the

wind sings on . . .Shard is a gryfon entrusted with a great responsibility. A dragon of the

Sunland has left her newborn kit to his care, and now Shard has impossible decisions to make

about how best to keep the swiftly growing dragonet safe, while remaining true to his own

destiny and the prophecy of the Summer King. He sets out to return the dragonet to his kin in

the Sunland and find help for his own quest, but his hope for making wise and benevolent allies

is quickly replaced with the reality of cold, mistrustful dragons who want nothing to do with

gryfons, Shard, or his wars in warmer lands.In the Silver Isles, the warrior gryfon Caj sets out

on a dangerous hunt for his mad wingbrother, Sverin, once the mighty Red King. The safety of

the pride, and in the end, Caj's life, may depend on his success or failure. Meanwhile, Shard's

wingbrother Kjorn seeks to find him and reconcile, and his quest will take him across the land

that was once his birthright and into the heart of tricky alliances, enmities, and the ever-

looming threat of the Voiceless, fear-mongering wyrms. The Song of the Summer King

promises that one will rise higher, one will see farther, and his wing beats will part the storm . . .

but as Shard learns more of the world and the tangled threads of fate, he begins to fear that no

one can part the storm of growing hatred and fear--not even a Summer King.
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the Author~ 1 ~The CaveSHARD CROUCHED AGAINST THE inner wall of the crystal dragon,

digging at an edge where the diamond-hard scales met the ground. He’d already worn two

talons dull against the hard earth and volcanic rock. His back ached from his prolonged crouch

and he made sure to open and stretch his curved, gray wings and his hind legs often.He could

see, vaguely, beyond the walls—only light and shapes, and he paused to check for movement

outside.The glimmer of ten thousand false stars filled a cavern massive enough for two dozen

dragons to fly. The cavern was the hollow center of a mountain peak, which gryfons called the

Horn of Midragur.Shard knew where he sat within the cavern, knew what any other creature

would see. Near one edge of the floor rose a pedestal of stone, squat and oval, and on top of

the pedestal coiled the crystal form of an enormous, serpentine dragon of the Sunland.The

crystal dragon’s body formed a dome, sealing two creatures inside, one of whom was Shard.I

need a better plan, he thought, stopping to stare at the meager groove he’d created along the

crystal dragon’s body. He’d discovered that it wasn’t connected to the ground, that given time, if

he had the strength, he might tunnel underneath and escape the chamber. And he desperately

needed to escape. Food was running low and the only water to be had was whatever

condensed along the walls of the crystal.A low, thrumming thunder shuddered the ground

under his body and he swiveled, peering again through the crystal. That time he saw warped,

winged, dark shapes that loomed beyond. There would be a consequence for escaping, one

that he hadn’t yet thought through.But it was not only for his sake that he needed to escape, no

matter the peril beyond.“Shard!”He startled, scooped loose dirt back into his shallow tunnel,



and sat up. “You’re done eating?”Hikaru bounded forward in rolling leaps, his shining black

scales catching the eerie light of the million glow worms far, far above them. When the little

dragon had hatched he’d been no larger than an arctic hare. Now he was a third Shard’s size.

They would starve if they didn’t escape, or Hikaru would grow so large that Shard feared he

would crush them both against the walls. Shard hadn’t yet told him of their danger, and didn’t

want him to know of the tunnel.“I have a new question,” Hikaru announced, and sat.“All right,”

Shard said, happy that the dragonet still didn’t understand their peril, and hoping he wouldn’t

ask why they could only eat so much food at a time. Hikaru’s mother had left them a store of

dried, smoked fish but now there was only enough for a few more days. Shard had lost track of

the time in the unchanging light of the cave, but two things kept him aware. One was their

hunger. The other was the wyrms, most of which left at night to hunt, and returned at daybreak.

All told, by counting their comings and goings, Shard and Hikaru had been in the chamber just

under a fortnight.Hikaru displayed his small, long wing, growing in shape like a swan’s, the tips

of the black feathers gleaming like the translucent edge of volcanic glass. “Why have I

different…different…”“Feathers?” Shard offered.“Yes.” Large serpent eyes of luminous gold met

Shard’s. Hikaru would eventually realize that Shard’s moss-green eagle eyes were different

than his own as well. “Why have I different feathers than you? And no feathers on my tail, as

you do?”“Because you’re a dragon,” said Shard quietly, but reassuringly. “And I’m a gryfon.” He

tried to stay calm, but the young dragon had grown so swiftly, and was growing still, speaking,

learning more quickly than any young creature he’d ever seen. The mother dragon had said as

much, that her son would grow faster than Shard could imagine, like a bird, and would need

guidance. As he doubled in size so rapidly, it was becoming critical that they find a way out of

their sanctuary before it became their grave.Shard wondered if Amaratsu had thought that far

ahead, either. The store of food she’d left, that he hadn’t noticed in the heat of their last

confrontation with the dragons, hinted that she’d planned to remain in the mountain for some

time.A dull, far away sound swept a chill down Shard’s back. Hikaru flicked his soft, roe-like

ears toward the crystal walls.“What is that?” he whispered. The long whiskers that sprouted

from his snout quivered in the air. He hadn’t been able to hear the outside noises before. Shard

imagined how rapidly the dragonet’s senses would improve to levels possibly higher than his

own.“Dragons,” he said, trying to sound matter-of-fact. Hikaru’s soft ears perked fully forward.

Shadows swooped around the chamber like enormous ravens. They had tried to break in, with

no luck, and the walls muffled their horrible, blood-lusting roars to dull rumbling.“Dragons like

me? Like my mother?” He peered at his own body, then sat up and arched his head back like

an egret. He offered his bird-like, five-toed forepaws for Shard’s inspection.“No,” said Shard,

forcing his gaze from the glimmering walls of their haven. Soon Hikaru would fill it to

overflowing, but escaping it held just as many problems. “Not like you or your mother at all.

Those are dragons of the Winderost. Voiceless, angry. Other creatures call them wyrms. Your

mother was from the Sunland at the bottom of the world. A place of snow and light and peace.”

He tried to speak as if he’d seen it himself, to assure Hikaru of his noble birth. Truly though, all

he knew of the Sunland or of dragons was what Amaratsu had told him in the last hours of her

life.She had begged him to care for her son. Begged him, in the face of attacking wyrms who

wished to steal her egg, or worse. Shard didn’t know what they wanted. He’d tried to speak to

the wyrms once, tried and failed.That lingering fear and threat hovered like a storm at the

forefront of their quiet time within Amaratsu’s coils.Perhaps still thinking of his mother, Hikaru

walked to the wall of the chamber. He touched it gently, as if afraid to mar the scales, though

the wyrms of the Winderost had failed to chip or even scratch it from the outside.“Mother,”

whispered the dragonet, stroking the unfeeling scales. “Earth.” He touched both delicate



forefeet to the ground. “Sky…” He tilted his graceful, wedge-shaped head back to peer through

the crystal. He wasn’t staring at the false sky that was the roof of the cavern, laced with

clusters of glow worms and lichens, but at a far, high hole near the top that Shard had once

pointed out to him. A crack near the pinnacle of the Horn of Midragur led to the sky. Shard

followed his gaze, his wings aching to fly.He didn’t realize he’d opened his wings until he saw

that Hikaru’s black wings also stretched wide, opening and fanning in exercise.“Flight.” Hikaru’s

voice was breathless with hunger. One of the first things they’d spoken of was flight, of the sky,

of freedom and joy in the wind.Hikaru continued reviewing words and objects, like a lullaby. He

did it often, usually putting himself to sleep that way. Relief filled Shard that the dragon had no

more questions, and he simply watched, correcting here and there and thinking of how Hikaru’s

voice differed from Amaratsu. Her quiet, winding voice had the strange accent of a bird from a

land he had never seen and didn’t know. Hikaru’s voice lovingly mimicked a gryfon’s, more

rasping, with the soft rolling rhythm of a cluster of islands in the starward corner of the world.

Shard’s home.“Fish,” Hikaru said, touching the dry, smoked planks of meat on the ground.

Shard saw his eyelids slipping and so he settled himself, stretched out on the ground on his

belly, and opened a wing. Hikaru slithered forward, purring, and curled against Shard’s warm

flank. Shard closed his wing around the dragonet.“Feathers,” Hikaru murmured, combing

Shard’s wing feathers with gentle talons. “Talon. Pebble. Rib.” He yawned widely, then his jaws

snapped shut. He bared his tiny, sharp teeth in what Shard had learned was an expression of

amusement. “Tired.” It reminded him of Catori, his closest wolf friend in the Silver Isles, and he

longed for home.“Friend.”Shard waited, knowing it was the last word that Hikaru uttered each

night, a word that brimmed with affection and admiration Shard wasn’t sure he deserved.

Small, articulate dragon talons curled around his foreleg and Hikaru nuzzled his head against

Shard’s feathered shoulder. His final word for the evening rolled from between his little teeth in

a warm sigh.“Shard.”A dream bore him a vision of a snowy valley lit by a celestial green glow.

He’d never seen the valley or mountains in the Silver Isles, nor the Winderost. In the center of

the valley, he beheld a ring of stones. A pale star glowing down on the earth darted to and fro

amongst the stones, and then away toward the mountains on the far side of the valley.Before

Shard could explore the vision further, something grabbed his wings, shaking him, demanding

his attention.“I’m awake,” Shard grumbled, grasping Hikaru’s forelegs and wrestling him off. “I’m

awake!”Hikaru laughed and coiled his tail around Shard’s chest, baring his teeth in challenge.

Groggy, but determined not to lose a playful spar to a dragonet half his size, Shard rolled to his

back and Hikaru fell with him, scrambling to stay on Shard’s stomach. Shard arched up to kick

his hind legs against Hikaru’s belly, lifting him off the ground. The dragonet loosed a long,

laughing scree like a seabird and flared his wings. At full spread they were as long as Shard’s,

despite his smaller size.“I’m flying!”“Well done!” Shard laughed, still holding Hikaru’s forefeet.

The dragonet uncoiled his tail and set his hind feet on Shard’s paws and his front feet in

Shard’s talons, so he stood braced against an imaginary wind, flapping his wings hard. Shard

gripped the little forepaws firmly, encouraging this exercise. The only way they would escape

the cavern was to fly, and Hikaru would be too big for him to carry. He had to build his

strength.After another moment of “flying,” Hikaru broke free with a shove and leaped, gliding

the small expanse from their side of the chamber to the other. Shard flopped over to his belly

and watched the little dragon glide, flap and flare. He looked to have the instinct for it, though

he flared too late and smacked into the far wall instead. Shard rolled to his feet and trotted over

as Hikaru crawled to a sitting position.“Are you hurt?”“Oh. No.” He ran his little talons nervously

down his belly scales, and Shard detected a flush at the end of his soft nose, which was more

like a deer’s nose, and had no scales. “Mother caught me.”Shard lifted a foot, taken aback, then



chuckled gently. “Yes she did. Well done though. Next time—”“I know.” Hikaru’s eyes slitted and

he lashed his tail against the dirt, “If I think it’s time to turn or stop, it’s already too late.”Shard

nodded once. “Well remembered.”“Next time I will.”A tremor vibrated the earth under their feet.

Pebbles shivered on the rock, and pure cold washed Shard’s skin.Hikaru perked his ears at the

ground. “What was that?”“Earthquake,” Shard said. The tremor stilled, and he managed to keep

his voice calm. “This is an ancient volcano, a hollow mountain. It’s not uncommon for that to

happen.”Hikaru patted his paw against the ground, as if to make the earth shake again. “Is it

dangerous?”Shard hoped not, and to answer he said only, “It won’t matter if we get out, soon.

Don’t worry. I’ve felt small earthquakes in the Silver Isles. Are you hungry?”Shard hated such

an obvious change of subject, hated to deter Hikaru from his questions or seem to be lying, but

he didn’t want the dragon to fear things over which they had no control. For the first time,

Hikaru hesitated at the question. He glanced at the dwindling stash of meat. “Should we save

it?”Shard drew a deep breath. “No, Hikaru. You’re growing fast and you need to eat.”Hikaru’s

eyes narrowed further, the delicate ridges drawing down in a reptilian frown. “When did you eat

last?”“I’m fine,” Shard said firmly. “Eat a fish.”Hikaru’s tail twitched again, then he did as Shard

told him. Shard tried to remember the last time he had eaten, himself, and when he couldn’t,

decided he’d better have something. He ate a smaller fish as well, watching how Hikaru made

an effort to chew slowly and savor the meal.I can’t wait to show him a true meal. A real fish.

Real meat. Judging by his wings, Shard guessed Hikaru might be able to dive and fish, and the

prospect of teaching the young dragon excited him.First things first. He waited for Hikaru to get

sleepy, as he usually did, after eating. Then he could work on the hole to get them out. But

Hikaru didn’t curl up right away. As if he’d been thinking of something for a while, he left the fish

pile and pressed his paw to the crystal wall, angling his head to watch Shard closely.“My

mother gave her life for me. And for you.” He searched Shard’s face. “Why?”“She was your

mother,” Shard said, struggling to answer the new, more complicated question. The previous

days all Hikaru had asked about were the names for things, and when they might have fresh

fish. At last Shard sat, fidgeting his talons against the rock. “She wanted me to teach you of the

world, and of dark and light, and the songs, and of her.” He took a deep breath, watching

Hikaru’s quiet, eager expression. He’d known the moment would come, and he’d already

decided what to do. Shard’s own past had been a mystery to him his entire life, with others

secretly hoping for and expecting things that he might do without telling him everything he

needed to know.He had vowed never to do that to Hikaru.“Hikaru, the dragons of your kind

have kept to themselves for many years in the Sunland, not visiting the rest of the world as

they once did. Your mother hoped that by bringing you here and letting you befriend other

creatures, you might help to change things.”Hikaru tilted his head. “How could I change things?

And why would she want me to?”Shard tilted his head in an unconscious echo of the dragonet,

and flicked his long, feathered tail against the ground. “I’ll tell you, but it’s a long story.”Hikaru

nodded gravely, then, stretching his wings, said, “I shall like to hear it. But could I have one

more fish?”“I knew you were hungrier than that.” Shard laughed, and reached forward, slipping

his talons gently under the dragon’s wings to lift and spread them wide. “Yes, but just one more

or you’ll get too plump to fly!”“Ha!” Hikaru squirmed back and flapped once, hopping away. A

sudden memory blinked through Shard’s mind so swift he almost missed it. Himself, being

swept through the air, as a laughing, deep, male voice praised the shape and health of his

wings, proclaiming that he would be a fine flier.But the voice in his memory wasn’t his true

father’s voice, Baldr the Nightwing, dead king of the Silver Isles.Shard caught a breath, and

realized Hikaru had wanted him to chase, so he did, pouncing forward. The dragonet squealed

in delight and leaped back to the dried fish, his wings still stretched wide.Shard scrambled for



the memory again while Hikaru picked through the fish. He’d been so young—why didn’t I

remember this before? Strong talons had swung him through the air, and when he looked

down, he met the fierce, guarded eyes of his nest-father, Caj. Caj, one of the conquering Aesir,

wingbrother to the Red King who had committed so many crimes against Shard’s pride. Caj,

who had also kept the secret of Shard’s true parentage from the king himself, and raised Shard

as his own.A number of regrets surged forth and Shard shook himself of them. He had enough

things to focus on, namely, feeding Hikaru, and escape. After that would come decisions.So

many decisions.The weight of his own birthright sat more than ever like stones across his

wings, the amount of wrongs to set right and matters to settle.“I’m ready for the tale,” Hikaru

announced, dragging a long strip of fish back to Shard.Shard fluffed his wings, focusing on the

one thing that was important in that moment.“The story of our being here,” he began, lifting his

gaze to the crystal wall and the shadows beyond, “begins a much longer time ago. In a place

called the Dawn Spire.”Hikaru watched him, entranced, and Shard met his eager gaze.“And a

young prince named Kajar.”~ 2 ~FlotsamWAVES SMASHED AGAINST SHARP, wind-battered

rocks along the inner curve of a crescent coastline. The worst of the storm had already passed,

but pale clouds still gusted low, raining on the ruined shore. The rocks hugged small patches of

gravel beaches, some ten leaps long, others wide enough for only a single gryfon to stand.

Dead and dying sea creatures littered the small beaches, tangled in mats of seaweed or

sprawled on the sand. Fish, seals, a handful of unfortunate seabirds.Four scavengers ranged

among the sea-wrack—three winged, and one on four paws. The painted wolf found the first

fish and, with an eye to the gryfons above him, bolted it down without offering to share. If they

found out, it would be his hide. But they wouldn’t find out. He chuckled to himself and picked up

to a lope, stretching his full belly and licking his jaws.The gryfons shouted above and he saw

the source of their excitement. A dead seal. Large enough to feed three starving, rogue

gryfons, and one painted wolf. The storm had been the worst one all season, but it left riches

for those who knew where to hunt.A scent on the wind distracted him. As the gryfons fell on the

dead seal, the wolf turned back into the wind, ears perked. Downwind, he raised his nose and

followed it.Rocks scattered at the edge of the beach and lanced out to sea, forming a barrier

between him and the next beach. But the scent came from the next beach. Gingerly, not

wanting to slip, the wolf climbed up the rocks, ignoring gryfon shouts for him to come and eat.

He spotted his quarry crammed in the rocks unnaturally, not as if it had washed up, but as if it

had swam, or desperately crawled, at low tide, into the shelter of the tide pools. Oh, he’d been

correct. The scent was worth following.He quirked his head, thinking.“What’s all this?”

demanded Rok, winging up to hover over the wolf. “Ha. A fallen exile? We could use more

talons. Is he alive?”Rok didn’t land at first, eyeing the gryfon warily, and the wolf shifted,

lowering his head to sniff. Both of them studied the washed-up gryfon in the rocks. Large, big-

boned, with golden feathers micah-bright against the stone and seawater.“Breathing,” Rok

confirmed. He landed near the wolf, carefully gripping the stones. “Healthy. Big. Looks to be

outcast from the Dawn Spire, if I had to wager. This could be good for us. Can you haul him

out?”The wolf tilted his head the other way, studying. “Halfway,” he grunted. Words were always

an effort. He roamed Nameless so often these days…”You can pull him the rest.”“Good

enough.” Rok looked back over his shoulder. “Hey, you worthless, lice-infested vultures,” he

called affectionately to the other two in their band, “over here!”The two gryfons, a young female

of plain brown coloring and a male her age with feathers like sand, ignored him to continue

eating. Meanwhile, the painted wolf negotiated his way down to the hollow, to the water, and

the washed-up gryfon.As he drew close, something brighter than the feathers caught his eye.

He thrust his face under the feathers to loop the strange material over his nose, and tilted his



head toward Rok.“Rok. What is this?”The gangly rogue cocked his head. “Hm. Is it metal? I

think it’s called…a chain.” A strange light brightened his eyes.The wolf wrinkled his nose. “A

chain? What does it do?” He shook his head free of the delicate metal and clamped his jaws

on the gryfon’s scruff. True to his estimation, he was able to haul the limp body halfway back up

the rocks by standing on his hind legs, then Rok caught the gryfon under the forelegs and

dragged him over the rocks to the beach.“A chain,” the rogue confirmed, his expression

guarded. “Gold. I’ve heard stories of it.” The wolf’s hackles prickled. He knew when Rok was

scheming. “I know a few creatures who might have an interest. Fraenir!” He barked over his

shoulder, “Frida! Come over here now.”“Can you eat it?” The wolf sniffed again at the gold

gryfon and the chain, curious at his foreign scent, his size, and the bright coloring of his

feathers.“No. It’s metal. Don’t be foolish. You’d just as well eat rocks.”The wolf bared his fangs,

then the unconscious gryfon’s tail flipped up and smacked his face, just as the other two of

their band walked up beside Rok.Rok slipped his claws through the chain to tug it free from the

unconscious gryfon’s neck.Talons locked on Rok’s foreleg and the golden gryfon coughed

seawater. “…that…is mine.”“Ha,” Rok growled, lifting his wings in surprise at the challenge.

“Why, I’ll skin you and line my nest with gold feathers. Everything that washes up on this

shore’s mine, including your chain there.”“Who are you?” asked the wolf of the gold gryfon,

almost remembering his own name—realizing, just then, that he had forgotten it. It slipped

away again and he let it, unworried. With the name came some dark memory, a fear greater

than he wanted to remember.The gryfon hacked again and Rok chuckled, lifting his ears.

“Kjorn,” wheezed the gryfon. “Son-of-Sverin. Prince of…of…” Either he couldn’t remember, or

couldn’t decide, but he didn’t finish, and his gaze slid between the three gryfons. Fraenir

stepped in front of Frida as if to shield her from his gaze, and she dipped her head, peering at

the stranger with narrowed eyes.“Ha! Hear that, my friends?” Rok looked at all of them to make

sure. Fraenir chuckled, Frida didn’t and Rok looked back to the stranger. “Lucky for you, I’m a

prince too. Prince of all you see here on the border of Vanheim. Prince of this mudding cranny

between the high-beaks of the Reach and the stuff-beaked Vanhar. What brings you here?” He

chuckled, as if it were a delightful conversation on a sunny afternoon.“Starfire,” whispered the

gryfon who called himself Kjorn. “Shard. Have you seen…?”“Shards?” Rok repeated. “What

kind? Rocks? We’ve got plenty.”Shard. The wolf twitched one ear back as something nagged

his mind, like a flea. He sat, scratching vigorously as if that could relieve his head. A name, not

his own name, which he couldn’t recall, but another. He remembered a rainstorm and a thick

sense of terror. He shut it out, stood, and shook himself of drizzle.Nothing to be frightened of,

there. Nothing he needed to remember. He had food and a pack, even if his pack was made of

gryfons.Kjorn tilted his head back, gaze rolling to behold the littered shore. Then he looked up

and down the three gryfons, and the wolf. His eyes narrowed. He uttered something. The wolf

heard it, and laid his ears flat. Rok didn’t, and leaned forward.“What?”“Poachers,” Kjorn

croaked again. “You’re part of no pride. That I can see.” He tried to push himself up, quivered,

and fell again. The wolf saw blood oozing from a wound behind one wing. He must’ve been

dashed against the rocks before finding his safe hollow.Rok’s hackle feathers lifted at the word,

and his tail lashed. “Oh, is that the way of it? Well, son-of-Sverin.” He grabbed the golden chain

again and yanked, snapping the delicate links and making Kjorn grunt in pain. “Consider

yourself poached.” He stalked off, the chain in his fore claws, and said over his shoulder, “Take

him.”The wolf exchanged a look with Fraenir, and they braced for a fight—but the large golden

gryfon had fallen unconscious again on the sand.Kjorn opened his eyes. He lay on cold rock

inside a cave that reeked of old fish and brine. Swiveling his ears, he determined the sea now

lay below him, that he’d been hauled to a cliff-side den near the shore. Bright moonlight



washed everything, showing him mostly rock and a night sky.Voices made him alert, and his

instinct for danger flared. He recalled the exiles.“He’s awake!” reported a female.Kjorn tried to

sit up, but something bound his forelegs and his hind paws. By the scent, it had to be thick

ropes of seaweed. He squirmed and twisted his talons but he was tied so closely to the digits

that he could neither slice through the thick vines nor pull free. He managed to scoot up to a

half-sitting position, leaning on his bound forefeet, by the time the leading male approached

him from the back of the cave. Kjorn, his eyes adjusted to the dark and moonlight, looked

around to see the female who’d spoken. He was surprised to see that she stood smaller,

compact and thin, built almost like a Vanir. Her eyes, when she met his, were guarded and

hard.“Welcome awake, Your Highness,” said the lanky male.Kjorn growled low, spying his

chain, tied roughly and glinting around the arrogant poacher’s neck. “Release me. I have no

quarrel with you.”The gryfon tilted his head, then sputtered a laugh and mantled his wings,

mocking. “And I have no quarrel with you.” He mimicked Kjorn’s speech—his own was rough,

but his eyes were keen. “But I do have a use for you.”“Return that chain. It was my

father’s.”“Oh? Well now it’s mine. The price for saving your carcass. You’d have bled out or

drowned at high tide if not for us.”Kjorn growled, trying to flare his wings, and found they, too,

were bound by seaweed. He knew he’d been foolish to take anything from his father’s old nest,

especially a golden chain that was an icon of the very war that had started all the wrongs Kjorn

hoped to right. But he’d seen Sverin wear it often, the gold against the crimson chest, and it

helped to have a little piece of his father close by.Serves me right. He took a slow breath. At

first, no one had wanted him to go, seeking Shard, except perhaps for Ragna. When it became

clear that Sverin would likely not return to threaten the pride, that everyone was weary of

fighting, and that Thyra and Ragna could handle any disputes which arose, Kjorn had decided

to go. He had to find Shard, and make amends, and decide, together, the future of their

prides.He decided it would not do to make enemies his first day in the Winderost. Though he

was bound, he was alive, and perhaps what the outcast said was true, and he would’ve died

without help.He managed to keep his voice neutral. “I do thank you for your help. You have my

gratitude. But the chain is of no use to you and neither am I. I’m here…seeking a friend.” He

decided not to tell them the rest. If he’d had his wits about him before, he wouldn’t have named

himself a prince at all. He’d let them decide if that was true or part of sea-washed delirium.

Kjorn shuddered at the memory of the storm closing on him over the sea when he’d been at

the end of his strength, and the final wind that had shoved him into the sea.But bright Tyr bore

me to my homeland. At least part of the way. The rest, it seemed, would be up to him.“What

friend?”Kjorn could see no harm in telling them that, at least. Knowing Shard, he might very

well have made allies of scoundrels like these. “His name is Shard. Rashard. A gray gryfon,

about your height.” He nodded to the female, who darted her gaze away, tail flicking. “A

Vanir.”“Vanhar? No, they don’t come this close to the Reach.”“No,” Kjorn said, curious at the

similarity. He didn’t want to test Rok’s patience by asking, though. He felt he had a limited

number of questions the rogue might answer. “Vanir. From a group of islands far starward, the

Silver Isles.”Rok looked suspicious. “Never heard of them. Or your friend. You?” He asked the

female, who shrugged her wings. Kjorn saw another male, closer to the back of the cave. He

merely grunted a negative.Perfect. The wolf seer said Shard landed and found my kin, was

welcomed into the Dawn Spire with open wing, and I land among scruffy, honor-less

thieves.Kjorn tried to fluff his feathers and look proud, though he was certain he looked no

better than any of the dead creatures that had washed up on the shore. “Take me to the Dawn

Spire. They’ll give you a reward for me there.” He wasn’t strictly certain that was true, but all

that mattered was what he could make them believe.That gained the big male’s attention.



“Food?”“Of course. Lots of food. More and fresher than you’d find here. Red meat, not fish.”The

leader cocked his head, calculating. “What about this?” He slid his talon along the gold chain,

admiring it against his dull brown feathers. “Is there more of this?”Kjorn switched his tail,

meeting the hard, keen gaze. “No. My pride took all the gold from the Winderost. You hold all

that’s left.”“Ha! So why should they give me anything for you at the Dawn Spire? Hm? Are you

high tier? A good warrior? Not from what I’ve seen.”“Look at his eyes, Rok,” burst out the

female, as if she couldn’t stand the big gryfon’s ignorance any longer. “You fool. Look at his

eyes.”Rok snapped his beak at her, lifting his wings, then settled in front of Kjorn and peered at

his face in the moonlight. Kjorn knew what he saw. Gold feathers, bedraggled but true in

breeding, and the rare eye color of bright sky blue. What it meant to them, he didn’t know.“I

see,” Rok murmured. “I see now. I thought it was a trick of the ocean.”“What do you think the

queen will give for him?” the female asked eagerly, and Kjorn wished she’d stayed silent after

all.“I don’t know.” Rok stood, stretched luxuriously, and scraped his talons across the rock floor

of the cave.Kjorn’s tail twitched. “Enough to satisfy you, I’m sure. Take me there and I’ll reward

you myself.”“You’re alone,” Rok said. “You washed up half-dead. I don’t think the Dawn Spire

even knows you’re here and alive, and I don’t know if they’ll want you.” His eyes glittered. “But

I’ll let others figure that out. I think I know someone who’ll pay more.”Kjorn’s belly dropped

out.“Don’t look so forlorn, Your Highness. Consider the good part—we don’t have to travel as

far as the Dawn Spire.”“Where will you take me?” Kjorn demanded. “To whom?”“Feed him,” Rok

said to the female, stalking away. “Let it never be said that I was responsible for letting a prince

go without his supper.”The female eyed Kjorn, then tossed a fish at him. It smacked him in the

face before he could snap his beak to catch it. Rok and the other male broke into coarse

laughter, taking up the game and pelting him with small fish.“Stop this!” Kjorn roared, flinging

himself against his bonds but succeeding only in throwing himself to ground. The younger male

exploded into laughter again, and Rok strode forward, planting his talons on Kjorn’s

shoulder.“You should stay down for a while.”“I have no fight with you. I’ve earned no disrespect.

Free me and I’ll help you hunt, and you can help me find—”“I’ve no desire to help you with

anything,” Rok snarled, squeezing his talons against Kjorn’s shoulder. His eyes gleamed in the

moonlight, and for the first time, Kjorn recognized not just a desire for food and gain, but true

contempt. And recognition. “You, or any other relation to the Dawn Spire.”Kjorn hesitated,

studying the gryfon’s hard, bitter expression. “Why—”“Check his binds often,” Rok said, and

shoved away toward the back of the cave. Kjorn watched him go, then tried to catch the

female’s eye. She looked away, leaving Kjorn to consider his situation, half buried in fish in the

moonlight. Not quite idly, he wondered what Shard would say, to see him bound and treated so,

and wondered, with apprehension, if his once-wingbrother wouldn’t think he deserved it.~ 3

~The Star Dragon“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?”Shard jumped at the voice, bashing his head

against the hard, gleaming scales of Amaratsu’s side. “Hikaru. I thought you were

sleeping.”“What are you doing? Are you digging? Are you digging out?” The young dragon

slipped forward, peering at the shallow beginning to Shard’s escape route.“That was my idea. I

don’t want you near it, though. The wyrms might get a better scent of you.”Hikaru sat up on his

haunches, arching his head back. Shard marveled at his size. In another two days, he would be

as large as a gryfon. Their sanctuary grew crowded indeed.“I want to help.”“You don’t need to

help.”The ground under them shivered and they both tilted their heads back, looking toward the

shadows outside. The wyrms, back from hunting a meal, filled the cavern again. Their muffled

roars pressed against the walls and Hikaru reared up to place his paws against the shining

scales.“What do they want, Shard? Can they speak like us? Can we talk to them?” His large

eyes searched hard against the shadows, then he tilted his head to look at Shard, waiting for



all his answers. Shard wished he had more to give.“I don’t know. I tried to speak to them

once…” That horrible night. He ruffled his feathers. “I know they want you, and they hate

me.”“Why?” Hikaru relaxed back to sitting, his long tail twitching. He narrowed his eyes. Shard

tried not to look surprised at the new, growing depth of his voice. “Will they try to kill us? They

seem so angry.”“I don’t know. I told you everything that passed between them and the gryfons,

and the dragons of the Sunland. That’s all I know.”“Nameless,” Hikaru murmured, not to Shard

in particular. “Voiceless. It’s not right, is it? It’s not right for them.”“No,” Shard said quietly. “It’s

not. Tyr and Tor gave all creatures under their sky life and purpose.”“I want to help them,”

Hikaru said firmly, and love and fear strained against each other in Shard’s heart. He briefly

forgot that the dragonet was only two weeks old, and would live only one year.How his heart

must race. Shard thought of all that had befallen him in only a year—not even a year yet—and

understood a little how a dragon of the Sunland must think they lived a long, rich life

indeed.“So do I,” Shard said belatedly. “And I’m certain we can. And if we can help them, I

know it will help all the struggles I’ve told you about in my own islands, the Winderost, and

maybe even your homeland.”Hikaru turned large eyes to him, scrutinizing with frightening

maturity. “Truly?”Shard straightened, opening his wings. “Truly. Together, we can. Maybe I

couldn’t make them hear me, alone, but together, I know we’ll find a way.”Hikaru nodded once,

then his ears turned back and he lowered himself to the ground, crawling toward Shard and

looking quite young again. “I’d like a song. A new song. A dragon song.”Shard flexed his talons

against the rock, thinking. They’d gone through his entire knowledge of gryfon songs, into wolf

songs Shard had learned over his short autumn before flying to the Winderost, and the Song of

the Summer King, the songs of First and Last Light. He struggled to think of a dragon song.A

rich, wry, gravelly voice came into his head. He shut his eyes, trying to block it and the sadness

that came with it. Distracted by Hikaru and their predicament, he had managed not to think of

it. Now it threatened to push him to the brink of sorrow.“I’ve told you how stars form the history

of the world in the sky?” Shard began, his voice quavering. In his mind he saw a cliff

overlooking a cold starward sea. He saw bright stars sweeping across a black sky and heard a

low voice telling him the tales of each one. The remembered voice threatened to break his

strength.“Yes?” Hikaru asked, hungry for knowledge.The dragonet’s face and curiosity dragged

Shard from the brink, and he focused on him.“I remember,” Hikaru said, inching forward,

swiveling his head to peer out of their chamber toward the hole in the top of the mountain, past

the glowworms and glowing lichens where Shard had promised him the real sky existed, filled

with real stars and the light of the sun. “And how they turn in their season, and hunt each other

across the sky, how we may use them to guide our flights, and how bright Tyr burns away the

dark, and Tor protects us when Tyr is away. And you followed a starfire to find my mother and

me.”“Yes,” Shard said, proud and a little sad. So much joy and eagerness, and so short a life.It

is Tor who commands the sea, rang an indignant, growling voice in his head, a black gryfon

under a star-swept sky, teaching a more ignorant Shard all the things he hadn’t learned. She

who brings the thunder when Tyr brings the wind and rain, Tyr’s mate.The memory of the

gryfon who’d first told Shard that tale threatened to push him to the brink of mourning again,

and so he focused back on Hikaru.“Tyr and Tor guide us. And the stars tell all our future and

our past,” Shard managed, “all the way back to the First Age when the First creatures came

from the Sunlit Land, learned their names, and made the world.”Hikaru coiled up at Shard’s

side and watched him with so much hungry adoration that guilt gnawed at him. He wasn’t so

special. All Hikaru knew of the world was what Shard could tell him, and he seemed to think

Shard knew everything when he knew very little at all.But I can tell what little I know.“Across

the sky,” Shard continued, “you’ll see a serpent of stars, a bright band that wraps all the way



around the world.” In the telling, he found himself calming down. “It’s my favorite, actually. The

star dragon is called Midragur.” He paused, surprised for a moment. He realized, in that

heartbeat, that the myth he told couldn’t be from the Sunland or the Winderost, as he’d once

thought. The timbre of the name was wrong, different than Amaratsu and Hikaru. He wondered

where the myth came from—gryfons, or dragons. Or perhaps the wyrms themselves.…Hikaru

tugged his wing, impatient for the tale. Shard flexed his talons against the ground and shook

his head.“Those who believe that the earth was born from Tyr and Tor also believe that a great

dragon coils around it, protecting it as a mother dragon would her egg.” Inspired, Shard

retrieved the broken halves of Hikaru’s pearly, discarded eggshell, lying all that time near the

wall of the chamber. Hikaru perked his ears as Shard fitted the two largest pieces back

together, and leaned forward.“The wise say that the egg that is the world will still hatch one

day.” He turned the egg slowly, like the world turned, as if he and Hikaru were the sun and the

moon, with all the stars of existence behind them. Shard leaned closer as Hikaru held his

breath.“That day, that glorious and terrible day when the egg of Midragur hatches, will be the

end of the world.”He popped the eggshells apart.Hikaru jumped.Shard laughed and the

dragonet shrieked, romping away in long, rolling leaps around the chamber.“I am Midragur!” he

cried, his wild laughter echoing around and around the chamber like bird calls. The loud,

overwhelming sound of joy smoothed a balm over Shard’s heart. “I am the dragon made of

stars!”When the echoes of laughter faded, Shard’s ears twitched back and forth at a strange

sound. No, not a sound. A lack of sound. He angled his head to peer out of the crystal walls. He

still saw the dark, stalking shadows of the wyrms, but they were silent.Chilled, Shard wondered

if they’d fallen silent to hear Hikaru’s laughter. Shard watched him playing, coiling around his

own eggshell as Midragur, then “hatching” the egg as Shard had done, and rolling away into

oblivion at the end of the world.Amaratsu had hoped that somehow her son would help to form

peace with her wrathful cousins in the Winderost. If they fell silent in the face of his laughter,

perhaps that could be a start.“The Nameless shall know themselves,” Shard whispered,

watching Hikaru turn his eggshell around to hatch it again. “And the Voiceless will once again

speak…”The boom and crack of a wyrm’s roar split the dark. Shard flinched, the ground

shuddered and tiny bits of eggshell skipped across the chamber. Hikaru fell still, then cast a

petulant glare upward, his luminous eyes narrowed to slits.We have to escape, Shard thought,

bleakly following the black dragonet’s gaze.Hikaru reared up on his hind legs, flaring his narrow

wings to their full length, and bellowed at the shadows outside.“I AM MIDRAGUR!”A shock

thrilled down Shard’s spine. He could only stand, amazed.“I am the mountain born, son of the

earth, son-of-Amaratsu of the Sunland! I stand with the Summer King, the mighty Shard of

Sun, and I don’t fear you!”Hope and worry curled in Shard’s chest. Somehow, Hikaru was

learning courage, if only from the songs they sang. The mighty Shard of Sun. Amaratsu had

told Shard he seemed like a shard of sunlight in the cave, when he couldn’t remember his own

name. He’d told Hikaru all of it. All that had passed. How large and powerful Shard must seem

to him now. How small and pathetic he would seem, soon, when they faced the large world

outside.To Shard’s surprise, the roars fell silent for a few heartbeats again, perhaps in shock

that any sound came from the crystal at all.A rumble shook the cavern, but it was not

wyrms.“Earthquake!” Hikaru cried, and laughed as if thrilled, perhaps thinking he’d caused

it.Shard looked at the ground as the tremor grew, shaking the crystal chamber so that the

seam where it met the ground rattled, but it didn’t move from its place. He feared what the

quakes might mean, since the Horn of Midragur had once been a volcano.The ground stilled.

Then, as if fueled by the knowledge that Hikaru was growing strong within, the wyrms shrieked

and fell upon the chamber, smashing claws and horns against it, biting, ramming, to no



avail.Shard sat slowly, eyeing the walls, and the shallow groove he’d dug. Hikaru crouched a

moment more, wings wide, jaws open in a low hiss. Another wyrm smashed its body against

the chamber. Hikaru winced and fell back, folded his wings and slunk over to Shard, twining up

to coil around him and perch on his shoulders as he’d done when he was smaller.Shard braced

against his weight even though he was lighter than he looked, like a bird or gryfon, his bones

light as any flying creature. Shard didn’t discourage him, wanting the dragon to feel safe as

long as he could.“I am the star dragon,” Hikaru said again, his coils loose and gentle around

Shard’s wings and chest, his delicate claws nervously combing the feathers of Shard’s neck.

Shard closed his eyes, letting Hikaru’s voice soothe out all others in his memory, the dragon

coiled warm around Shard like the stars around the earth.“I am Midragur,” whispered Hikaru.

“And Shard, you are the world.”A nightmare.Shard knew it wasn’t real, yet could not fly out of it.

He veered through a chaos of wings, talons, and massive snapping jaws, the wyrms smashing

into the towers and arches of the Dawn Spire, killing. Black feathers rained around him and he

shouted for his uncle. He shouted for Stigr, then for Asvander, for Brynja. For a moment the

ruddy gryfess winged beside him, and his heart thrilled, beating hard, but when she looked at

him, her pale golden eyes only condemned.He thought he saw Kjorn, below, sprinting across

the plain with a pack of painted wolves behind him.He screamed for Tyr to intervene, begged

for the sun to rise. A sharp, high pitched voice answered him, calling his name.Shard rolled and

bumped into a warm, scaled body.Hikaru loomed over him, wings hunched around them both

in a protective mantle.The world seemed to tilt and reel as Shard found his breath. Real wyrms,

not his nightmare, screamed out in the dark and beyond them, the silent, false sky glowing with

splashes of the glowworms.Shard lay on his side, panting, staring up at Hikaru, now the size of

a mountain cat—much larger than a gryfon fledge. His length made him seem larger. When he

saw that Shard was awake, he lowered from his crouch to coil his body in a circle around

him.“What did you dream?” His voice flicked like a winter wind, warming toward a new depth.

Shard yearned to hear the accent of the Sunland, Amaratsu’s warm accent, but Hikaru had

learned his speaking from Shard, and his speech was the half-lilted, rough burr of a gryfon.

“You were crying out so loudly I thought the wyrms had broken in.”Shard shut his eyes. “I

dreamed the battle at the Dawn Spire, when the wyrm cut down my uncle.” He stood slowly,

stretching inside Hikaru’s coil. “Or maybe it was a battle to come.”“I hope not.” Hikaru loosed a

strained chuckle. “It sounded horrible.”“It was,” Shard agreed, closing his eyes briefly as he

remembered Stigr, motionless in the red mud.“I’m glad you’re awake,” Hikaru said, averting his

gaze and seeming, Shard thought, to purposefully change the subject. “I want to show you

something.” Hikaru slipped out of his coil, and Shard realized he was losing some of his

youthful awkwardness, coming into the strength and grace of his delicate bones and his

serpentine body. He tried to determine if it had only been another day or if he was losing track

of time entirely.“What is it?” Shard followed him to the crystal wall, to the shallow groove Shard

had managed to create by wearing his talons dull.Hikaru crouched, and, his eyes on Shard,

dug his paws against the dirt and rock.“Don’t,” Shard said quickly. “I know you want to help, but

let me. You’ll wear your claws dull and then where would we be? Hikaru…”He trailed off as

Hikaru’s gaze became sly. He held up a paw, full of dirt and rock, then dropped the dirt to the

ground. Where Shard struggled to carve the shallowest groove in the ground, Hikaru dug

steadily. Easily, he scooped another paw full of dirt, and another. Shard stared, then grasped

one of the dragon’s forelegs, holding it up to examine the claws.In the false star light they

gleamed, sharp as shaved obsidian.“I think,” Hikaru murmured with suppressed delight, “my

talons are stronger than yours now.”“I think you’re right,” Shard breathed. He’d been a fool. Of

course Hikaru’s claws would be sharper, stronger, and Shard needn’t have been so



protective.“We can escape,” Hikaru said quietly, his gaze moving to the dark beyond the

walls.“Yes,” said Shard. “Let’s fill the hole again. I don’t want the wyrms to suspect. Not all of

them leave when they hunt. A few stay, to wait, but they do sleep. We’ll wait for them to sleep,

and dig more.” He pressed his own talons to the rock, relieved and then terrified. He shivered,

brightening his voice. “Are you ready for the rest of the world, Hikaru?”“Yes.” Every little pointed

fang showed. “I’m ready for everything.”~ 4 ~Mourning“Only the long day brings restOnly the

dark of night, dawn.When the First knew themselves, the wise will sayThey took their Names to

the Sunlit LandBut their Voice in the wind sings on.”GRYFON AND WOLF VOICES rose with

the gusts of winter wind on the smallest, barren island of the Silver Isles, called Black Rock.

Snow covered most of the surface of the isle, which was true to its namesake. On a high slope

amid a half ring of broken boulders stood an odd gathering, a mix of Vanir, Aesir, half-blooded

gryfons born from each, and several wolves from the Star Isle.Caj stood at the back of the

gathering, more keenly aware than ever how his feathers stood out against the snow, unnatural

in that land—unnatural in any land, feathers the blazing hue of a sea in summer. Other Aesir

stood just as bright, their feathers somehow divinely or sorcerously stained in outlandish hues.

Supposedly it was a sign of their right to rule, their forefathers’ victory in a war with dragons at

the bottom of the world. Caj had begun to doubt, and wondered if anything that he’d ever been

told was true.“Einarr’s voice will sing on.” Ragna’s declaration carried across the wind, and Caj

shuddered at the sight of her. Gone was the false humility, the meekness, the quiet Widow

Queen. Standing before the gathering now was the ruling regent, proud and powerful as the

moon. She commanded the Vanir of the Sun Isle until their king returned.Until Shard

returned.And what will I be then? Caj wondered, unsure how his nest-son felt about him, in his

deep heart. When first he’d heard that Shard survived his plunge into the sea, he’d felt relief

and joy. Now, only doubt. Everything was doubt.Ragna called out the other names, those who

had fallen that winter, either to starvation, the cold, or the final clash with the mad Red King.

Caj lowered his gaze to behold the bodies laid out in the snow, their wings stretched out as if

they might, at any moment, lift from the snow and fly to the Sunlit Land. Pitiful keening made

his ears twitch, and he looked over furtively to see Einarr’s widowed mate, white Astri, huddled

between her wingsister Kenna, and Einarr’s mother, a full-blooded Aesir.Caj looked away

before any of them lifted their eyes to see him. He had failed the pride, failed to restrain his own

wingbrother, and now they stood singing songs of mourning for the dead.Sigrun pressed to his

side, offering wordless reassurance. Caj shifted his wing against his mate, attempting comfort,

then flinched at the pain. Hard mud and splint still bound his wing to form, the break not yet

fully healed. He’d had to walk, following Sigrun and a wolf through the labyrinth of underground

tunnels that connected all the islands. At least Sigrun had walked with him. At least he hadn’t

borne the humiliation of being ground bound alone.His gaze flicked to the wolves on the far

side of the group. If not for them, he too would be among the dead.Ragna finished her

recognition of the fallen—Einarr, another elder of the Vanir who’d succumbed to hunger,

another who’d died in the sea attempting to fish. She turned her attention to the largest wolf of

the gathering, a tall, strapping male with black shoulders that blended down into gold and

cream on his chest. Two gryfon feathers, braided into the thick fur of his neck, flicked in the

breeze, gray and gold.The feathers of future kings, Caj thought, poetically, and managed not to

scoff. It seemed a vain tradition, the wearing of gryfon feathers, that was growing in popularity

among the younger wolves, but there were many things about wolves that Caj still didn’t

understand. Still, they had saved his life that winter, and had asked only for his friendship in

return. He supposed he didn’t need to understand them completely to befriend them. His sense

of honor begged tolerance and curiosity for their ways, rather than disdain.Ragna mantled to



the young wolf king. “We thank you, Great Hunter, for attending our farewell. It honors our

fallen. We hope you’ll join us for feasting on the Sun Isle. We know your hunting has been not

much better than ours on land, but now that we’ve returned to the sea, we eat well.”Ahanu, the

wolf king, dipped his head.Ragna cast a look to several fledges, who straightened to attention,

then with her nod they trotted away to fetch something from behind the tall boulders at Ragna’s

back. “And we also offer you a gift.”Ahanu raised his head, as did the other wolves. The fledges

reappeared from behind the boulder, dragging heavy pelts. Wolf pelts. Ahanu’s gaze drifted to

them, then back to Ragna’s face, neutral, reserving judgment.“The act of skinning was a

desecration of your fallen kin,” Ragna said, her gaze slashing over the Aesir gryfons in the

gathering. “We return these to you to lay to rest as you will. All those who fell under the

conquerors’ reign.”She will never stop punishing us, Caj thought, meeting her gaze when it

swept by him. He wondered how Shard would act when he returned—if he did return—if he

would work toward restoration and harmony. He had grown up with the Aesir, after all. It was,

apparently, what his true father had wanted, for Shard to be raised among the Aesir as a

brother, so that when he learned his birthright, he could bring peace to the prides. Privately,

Caj thought Baldr a coward, leaving his son a legacy he himself couldn’t bring to pass.I made

him strong, Caj thought, a sense of injustice heating his chest. I lied to Sverin and to Per, and

took him under my own wing as my son, even if he never recognized it.If Shard thought that

justice would mean exiling Aesir who had made the Silver Isles their home, or more likely, kill

them, Caj knew it would only be the vengeance of war. But, when he thought more reasonably

about it, he couldn’t see Shard giving an order like that.He wasn’t so sure about Ragna.Caj

couldn’t read wolf faces well, but thought Ahanu’s looked deeply troubled at the sight of the

skins, but moved by the gesture nonetheless.“Thank you,” murmured Ahanu. After a moment,

as if he listened to some suggestion from the wind on the rocks, he said, “Let them rest here.”

His gaze searched the face of the Widow Queen, then drifted to each wolf and gryfon

gathered. “Let it all rest here. All that has passed. Black Rock is a place for the dead. Let our

enmity be dead, here.”The fledges exchanged glances, then respectfully bore the wolf skins to

lay beside the dead gryfons. Caj shifted his feet, chilled without the warm down of a Vanir.A

waste, all of it. A dead wolf had no use for its skin and they’d done better lining gryfon nests.But

then, he reasoned, how would I feel to know that my father’s feathers lined a wolf den?The

wolves raised their voices, and the gryfons shifted uncomfortably as the long, low notes soared

through the air. Caj wondered how many, wolf or gryfon, would actually lay their prejudice to

rest on that black isle. He’d had to leave his in the snows of Star Island, that night he’d awoken

among caring wolves to find that they’d saved his life.“Let us return,” Ragna said. “Those who

wish to learn fishing, or still remember the ways and would help me, come to the Star Cliff.

Others, shelter and keep warm. I fear another storm brews.”With that dismissal, Ragna opened

her wings and bounded into the sky. The fledges followed, eager for the adventure of the

seashore and the strange art of hunting fish, as did several of the old Vanir. Caj noted, with

interest, that Einarr’s mother left with them, after a last comforting word to Astri.A coldness

grew in Caj’s chest, the tight, horned discomfort of unfinished business.The pride was well in

wing, sorted out enough that Caj needn’t worry about anyone starving, nor fights breaking out.

The Aesir who were left followed his daughter, Thyra, who carried Kjorn’s heir in her belly. The

Vanir followed Ragna, Shard’s true mother. Though tensions and uncertainty strained them,

Caj felt confident there would be no violence.It was time. He took a deep breath, hoping it

wasn’t too late.“Will you make the rounds with me?” Sigrun murmured, brushing fondly against

his feathers. “Your presence calms the females.”She was happy, no longer torn between

loyalties, relieved that she could provide the pregnant females of the pride with hearty meals of



fish, though the regular hunting remained poor. A healer’s dream, Caj thought. Peace time,

good hunting. He wished he could feel at peace, too.Perhaps soon.When he didn’t answer, she

drew back to look at him. He studied her dove-brown feathers, her face, an older, more refined

version of Thyra’s, her brown eyes strained from long years of worry. “What is it?”“I won’t be

going back to the nesting cliffs with you.”Sometimes, he thought she could see inside his

thoughts. Her expression darkened. “What are you planning? Your wing isn’t fully healed.

Where are you going?”“Some of this is my doing, Sigrun. I have to make right what I can.”“You

have. We’re at peace!”“Not all of us,” he said quietly, his gaze lifting to the sky.Her gaze

followed his, and she drew a sharp breath. “No. Leave it be. It’s folly, it’s too dangerous. He’s

witless and mad with grief, my mate, please, it’s too dangerous. There’s a reason that Ragna

has not sent warriors after him. Let him return to you instead, if he ever comes back to his right

mind.”Caj rounded on her, raising his wings sternly. “What would you do, if it were Ragna? I

don’t forget Sverin’s sins and mistakes. But I also can’t forget that he’s my wingbrother, my

friend, and that I also left him alone and I lied. What part I played in his madness, I’ll never

know. We all have mistakes to accept.”“You’re too good for him,” she whispered. A few gryfons

paused to watch their argument openly, then, at Caj’s sharp look, they moved along, either to

walk with the wolves or lift into the sky. Sigrun butted her head against his chin. “Please…”“I’m

going to find him,” Caj vowed, ears swiveling forward in determination. “On whatever isle he

shelters, or out at sea, or if he flies all the way back to our homeland. I cannot leave my

wingbrother again, just as you would never betray Ragna.” He drew back to meet her eyes,

firm. “I stood by you while you remained loyal to her.”It was the right thing to say, though he felt

it was cheating. She looked struck, then the cool, controlled look of the healer stole over her

face. “Then, I’ll come with you—”“No.”Her hackle feathers ruffed slowly, showing her

displeasure.“My mate,” Caj murmured. “You see the sense of it. The females of the pride need

you. And it’s better if I’m alone. If Sverin is witless, he would see two gryfons coming to attack.

If he’s not, he sees you, who he…who…”“He hates,” Sigrun supplied, matter-of-fact.“Yes. And

you’re not to send anyone else, either.” At her incredulous look he added, “I know it would be

faster. But say someone spies him from the air, he could see and be gone, or attack. He sees

only enemies, only threat. I’m his wingbrother. I have a chance, and I won’t risk anyone else in

this.”She was quiet for a moment, and Caj could nearly hear her trying to think of another way

in. She almost found it. “What about Halvden?”Caj flexed his talons against the snow and rock,

a growl bubbling in his throat. “I would be very glad to meet Halvden again.”She wasn’t

impressed. “How will you search, then? You can’t fly yet.”“I’ll use the tunnels to reach the

different islands. The wolves are happy enough to lead us through.”After another moment

looking grim, he watched her expression relax. She realized, he knew, that he’d been planning

to go ever since he learned that Sverin had flown, mad and Nameless, away from the

pride.She reached up to run talons gently over his mending wing. “Be cautious.” Her voice rose

in pitch, trying too hard to sound light. “I won’t have my good work go to waste. I would hate to

have to break your wing again.”Caj laughed weakly and began to lift his wing, then thought

better of it. “As would I.”Before, when they’d all thought him killed by a boar, Caj’s wing had

started to fuse wrong. To force it to heal correctly, Sigrun had to break it again. He would still fly

again, but only if he let her splints do their work.“I’ll stay,” she murmured. “But please, if it

comes to a choice between danger and safety, between risk and caution—”“Between him, and

you?” Caj offered, glancing at her sidelong. Twilight dimmed the day. It would take Caj most of

the night to walk, through the tunnels underneath the islands, to the next isle where he could

search. It was time to get moving. “Only think what you would do in my place, and try to

understand.”Sigrun looked away. She had chosen her wingsister over him, once. Surely she



couldn’t begrudge him this quest to find and save his wingbrother. She slipped her head under

his chin and Caj nuzzled down, aware of wolf eyes on them, and the laughing calls of ravens in

the distance.“Just return to me,” she whispered. “I lost you once—”“I’ll return,” he promised, and

savored another moment close to her before drawing away, letting the cold come between

them, and walking away.~ 5 ~EarthfireSHARD PRESSED HIS EAR against the crystal and

closed his eyes, listening for the faintest scratch or rumble. Hikaru, sitting behind him, peered

through the ceiling of their chamber. Already his senses grew sharper than Shard’s own, and

Shard relied on his hearing.“I think they’re asleep,” Hikaru murmured, his tail sweeping slowly

across the ground. He lowered himself to a crouch on all fours, pressing his paws against the

earth. “Does the ground feel warm to you, Shard?”“It’s from you, I think,” Shard said quietly,

pulling back from the wall. Hikaru shed warmth like a fire, and the ground had warmed steadily

under their feet for the last few days. The other possibility, that the volcano was waking,

wouldn’t matter once they fled the mountain.“I don’t think so,” Hikaru said. “I think it’s something

else. You said that volcanoes sometimes make earthquakes.”The short feathers between

Shard’s wings stood on end like wolf hackles, as if skyfire crackled near.Nerves, he thought.“It

won’t matter in a few moments.” Shard crept to their tunnel and began drawing out the dirt as

quietly as he could. “We’ll be out of here soon.”“You’re sure we shouldn’t leave at night, while

they’re gone hunting?”“No. The moment they realize we’re gone, they’ll hunt us all night. In the

day, they won’t follow. We’ll have a head start.”Shard slipped his talons down through the loose

dirt, and dug it back out. They’d tunneled through to the other side of the crystal wall and

refilled the dirt each day so the dragons wouldn’t suspect their plan. The last of their fish was

gone. With Hikaru shedding heat, the air dried up and they needed water. Even if Shard had

wanted to wait another day, they couldn’t risk losing more strength to hunger and thirst.
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North country, “WOW!! Not since Lord of the Rings or Narnia have I enjoyed a series this

much!. I cannot say enough good things about these books and this author. The writing is

elegant; not overly wordy but just intricate in a way that enables you to see and hear and smell

this amazing world as you live this story. The characters are beautifully developed and each

has their own wonderful personality that comes through in the dialogue. All of the creatures

remain true to their own behaviors as animals. This author clearly knows the ways various

animals express themselves, and it comes through perfectly in the story. The youthful

expressions of the young dragon were especially touching as you watched him grow and

develop. This story is truly unique, and does not just follow old patterns that are so often

predictable. I was spellbound, and often reread chapters for the shear beauty of the writing

and the story, and that is not something I usually do. And the story is appropriate for all ages.

It taught so many timeless values, such as respect, loyalty, perseverance through struggles

and trials, courage, family. It was not preachy at all, but the characters expressed timeless
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qualities in ways I have seldom seen portrayed, and was amazing from a young author. The

story was not gory, which has saddened me when I have started other books. It was an

entertaining, uplifting and inspiring read that people of all ages will enjoy. I can't wait to read

more by this author. Well done, Jess E. Owen!! And thank you for bringing a lot of enjoyment

to my summer.”

Amy Dreyer, “Really coming together. I've enjoyed the series so far, but with this book the

author's writing style and character development are really gelling into something

great.Normally when an author skips from one group of characters to another, I end up having

at least one group that I don't really care about, and end up resenting the time away from my

favorites. In this book, they're all my favorites! Each storyline is interesting and has me looking

forward to reading more.”

Emily, “I love all three books. I read it in under a day! Honestly, I love all three books, and this

one did NOT disappoint. Shard is by far my favorite character, and he's grown a lot in this book.

I'd say more, but everything else falls into spoilers and I don't want to do that. If you've read the

others, defiantly pick this one up! It answers quite a few questions about the relationships

between the prides, dragons, and wyrms as well and raises some new ones along the way. If

you haven't tried Jess E Owen's Summer King series, what are you waiting for? Go find the

first one and try it today!”

S. Baergen, “Lovely series. It's nice to have a book where the main character is part of an

important destiny and is kind-hearted and strong, but still makes big mistakes and has a

darkest hour but is picked back up again. This series has been a very engaging one. It has nice

action parts but also slows down, which can drag but for the most part gives the characters

and reader a nice chance to absorb everything that happened.”

Sin, “A fantastic continuation of a story I never expected to be .... A fantastic continuation of a

story I never expected to be this good. From book one I thought it was going to be a typical

chosen one story. In some parts, it is but as I continue onward it turns out to be a lot more

original than I once assumed. All characters, even those first presumed to be stereotyped as

evil, has shown a much more emotional development practically human in nature. With that all

said I can't wait to see possibly the grand finale of such a great series.”

Ally M., “A story for the ages. I think I blazed through all these books in a matter of a couple of

weeks? I literally could not put them down. A story for the ages.”

Natuernut, “A great book about gryphons.. Another great addition to the series. I loved getting

to know the returning characters better and meeting some new ones. I can't wait to read the

next book, which is already on my shelf. I will definitely read this book again in the future!”

Blue Ray, “10/10 would recommend. The cover by itself is beautiful. The story and characters

are more so.”

Jack, “More than just a flight of fancy. Continuing the adventure of the Summer King, Shard, A

gryphon of the Vanir Pride, seeks lost kin exiled by the brutal Red King Sverin. His quest

however was put aside in the face of the harrowing plight of the Asir- the conquerors of his

people. In the last book we learned that their sudden and vicious assault on the Silver Isles



was driven not by a lust for conquest, but desperation...And now Shard finds himself on yet

another quest; that charged to him by the dying dragon Amaterasu, to ensure the safety of her

son and investigate the mysterious legacy of Kjar, first King of the Asir, and how it folds in to

the coming of the terrifying and deadly Wryms.It is to the Author's credit that I gave up my long-

time resistance to software-only literature and purchased the kindle version, finding myself

unable to wait for the print release of A Shard of Sun. After the events of Skyfire left us on such

a cliffhanger, the rest of the story begged to be told. Owen is just that good.A new reader to the

books would be well advised to cover the previous two first, as Owen wastes little time on plot

recaps and gets right to the meat of the action, beginning exactly where Skyfire left off. As with

the other two it seems to be primarily aimed at a younger audience, but this by no means hints

of a lack of complexity in either the setting, development or narrative. Interestingly, this time

Shard seems to take second stage somewhat and shares this book with other established

characters, particularly Kjorn and Caj. With Shard sidetracked, it is up to Kjorn to take up the

mantle of Kjar's heir and finally we see him come into his own, growing into just as much of an

asskickingly awesome character as Shard. We got to see glimpses of this in Skyfire, and it is

nice to see the noble Asir king finally stepping out of his father's shadow.Back in the Silver Isles

Caj also gets a lot more time in the limelight. I was most pleased by this, as he is a personal

favourite of mine and it is nice to see him coming to terms with his personal feelings of guilt at

the Conquoring in the typically direct manner that longer term readers will recognise in him.

With his own demons to slay, Caj has additional problems as the Asir struggle to adapt to the

Vanir ways they once suppressed, with the added uncertainty of the unforgiving Ragna now

acting regent with both Shard and Kjorn in-absentia.Things that this book does particularly well

are the central premise. Novels based on the shtick of age old prophesy can taste dull as the

device to drive the plot seems more like rails for a character to run along, but it is not the case

in the Summer King chronicles. Here the prophesy is just framing for a much more personal

journey of redemption and self-discovery from a distinctly non-human perspective that keeps

the pages turning for hours. Owen does a good job of making the prophesy narrative run with

the much more personal goals of the characters involved, and where the two conflict it feels

organic and creates genuine sympathy. This is most evident with Kjorn, who rather unwillingly

gets sucked into Shard's quest when he really just wants to find his friend and keep the pride

back home from self destructing.The depth of detail and scale of the world are truly

breathtaking to behold, and rarely a page goes by without us gaining some new insight into the

lands that Owens takes us on a journey through. Pacing is nothing short of fantastic and the

book rarely has a dull moment, or even a moment that the reader can feel inclined to simply

put the book down without the feeling that they're going to miss something! Nor does it feel too

fast paced in most parts, for the thread of connectivity is always present and it is hard for a

reader to become lost with an overly convoluted narrative. One wonders that the choice of the

gryphon's naming convention has something to do with this, as the short, verbally distinct

words of Norse origin lend themselves to easy remembrance.Another thing that is handled well

is the antagonistic characters. It is too easy to make them evil for the sake of needing a device

to drive the plot, and Owen plays with this somewhat in the previous two books; making it seem

to the reader that things are black and white, then slowly introducing shades of grey. Here we

finally get to see some light shed on Sverin's motivations, though an astute reader will have

likely guessed it beforehand. Halvden perhaps is the more interesting of the two, given more

time to work through the issues that Hallr left him with, though one feels that he isn't going to

get off too lightly in the end. The Wyrms on the other hand remain more or less a mystery, with

very little revealed as to their origins or motivations; this is likely to be central to the fourth



book.If this book has any problems, it is that jumping between three character perspectives

and their entourages leaves us wanting more of... everything. We want to see more of Tocho's

happy-go-lucky rakishness, we want to see more of Hikaru being disgustingly adorable, more

of Caj's stoic badassery, Halvden's sliminess and Kjorn agog at the kind of trouble Shard can

stir up without him around! As mentioned before Shard got a little less focus this time around,

which is barely noticeable right until the end when he finally gets to do what he set out to and

you realise he has spent the majority of two books being taken on a ride by everyone else's

ambitions. Perhaps more time also could have been devoted to the new characters Groa and

Iluq, who are intensely interesting and involved in a gut wrenching twist that lays starkly before

us just how powerful Shard's Seer abilities have become.Owen does a fantastic job of

introducing new characters. This isn't without its issues however as the ones who don't get as

much development stand out starkly in contrast. Some of the new additions are built up and

then put on a bus, and the inclusion of Rok's band and the Vanhar gryphons, particularly

Nilsene seem to be biding their time for the sequel to have their moment. Fans of the wolves

will be deeply disappointed as they barely make any appearances at all.The arrival of the cast

from the second book in the final quarter of a Shard of Sun does unfortunately coincide with a

quickening of pace, which leaves Brynja, Astvander and Dagny feeling unfortunately token in

their inclusion. Lastly of all, what happened to Stigr doesn't get resolved until the very end of

the book. Owen keeps us guessing to build tension, but it is hard not to be disappointed that

this wasn't resolved earlier especially as he has been such a central personality until this

instalment.With a plot this expansive and having to touch so many bases, it can be a little

jarring, especially with so many shifts in perspective. Caj's story I felt was the tighter focus of

the three since it doesn't get sidetracked as much with the wiles of prophesy or political

machination; it is strictly about whether Caj can redeem his close friend, whilst finding his place

in the new order of the pride.With the main cast and several supporting characters to switch

between, the book remains surprisingly well paced and coherent, with the reader goaded to

continue page after page and barely a single dull moment to sully the flow of the narrative.

Indeed, if anything the greatest flaw of this book is that by the time you get to the end, the

reader will still be hungry for more. Don't be surprised if you end up blowing clean through this

in a day and are disappointed when you're finished, for all the right reasons.”

Kyyanno, “Continuing the chronicles of Shard, Prince of the Vanir .... Continuing the chronicles

of Shard, Prince of the Vanir, in his search to discover truth, origins, and the means to deal

with an age-old enemy.Once again I found myself hooked from start to finish, reading

whenever I had spare minutes at a time. Book 4 is highly anticipated!”

Andy H, “This series gets better and better. This series gets better and better!! Things

continue to move forward; there are some surprising twists in this volume. Roll on the next

instalment - I can't wait!!!”

Jane, “Five Stars. Great book. Came fast! My nephew just loves it!”

Patricia, “Very human characters.. This Book 3 was as good as the previous two. I am really

sorry that the story is finished. So I must wait for new stories written by J.E. Owen.”

The book by Jess E. Owen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 99 people have provided feedback.
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